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PROFESSIONALS

SPEAK OUT

Mama and Peter have been leaders of
change in the Family, trying to get the
rest of our sorry asses moving! If
something is not going well, you can be
sure that a change is
soon on the way! That’s
what I love about the
Family!

We’d have all
our fun doing
crazy things out
witnessing. And
when I left that
Home, I missed it! I
missed it because
I missed the sheep,
the fun witnessing
times that we had,
and in some ways
I even missed the
daily struggle
because it made me
a better person.

I have
chosen to
follow the
Lord to the
best of my
abilities and
I believe
that this is
why I am so
happy.

The Word just
has to be our
anchor; nothing
else will do!

There have been days when I’ve
felt like walking out the door,
but when you play [Family music]
and you hear God speaking
to you and comforting y o u r
heart through the
lyrics and the
message, you
realize that there
is something
worth fighting
for.

It’s so easy to get entangled
with the cares of this life, but if
we keep the real reason we’re all
here in the Family in focus, the
importance of our own life and
pleasure fades, and remains in the
proper perspective.

The Family is made of
imperfect people trying
their best to offer a
better alternative to
something even more
Imperfect.
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And don’t forget
to join my two friends,
Emil and Nicolae, in the
combat zone!

KRISTEN

Life is too precious
to waste away pining
over what you don’t
like about a place that
you’re not obligated
to be in.

I have always pictured
SGAs as young people
who love what the
Family does and are
totally on fire for
Christ.

Living for the
Lord is not
an easy road, but
it’s the road to
true, eternal
happiness.

It requires a lot of
sacrifices and
tears, but anything
in life that’s really
worth something,
requires something.

I know that
the answers
given in the
Word can
work if people
will follow
the counsel.”

I’ve got news for all you
guys out there who think you
can turn the Family into a
cool institution, a brotherhood of the flatlander.

You’re never going to
beat us or change us,
so you might as well join
us or leave.
(Taken from “Speak for Yourself!” FSM 388, June 2002)
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I want the Family,
and I want the
Lord. Yes, it means
sacrifice, but I
signed up for the
Family. I’ve made my
commitment.

In order to survive in the
Family you’ve got to have
a real gut hatred for
the System. You have to
reach the understanding
of how futile, false, and
worthless it is; otherwise
you will have no
motivation for remaining
dropped out of it.

There is no male nor female, much
less age, in the spirit. It all boils
down to either being an old bottle
or a new
bottle.
Young and
old, great
and small,
let’s go on
an all-out
attack till
the gates of
Hell tremble
under our
feet!

I’m not here in
the Family to
have fun, I’m
in the Family
because I want
to witness
and raise His
children. I’m
not here to
see how much
I can gain for
myself, but to
see how much
I can do for
others, the
lost, and His
children in the
Family.

I choose not
to [listen to
System music
because]:
1) I believe what
the Letters say
about System
music—it can
be spiritually
harmful—and if
I want to stay
close to the
Lord (which I
do) I’m going
to spend my
time listening
to something
spiritually
refreshing and
feeding, and I
can’t say that
System music is
either.
2) Family music
actually does
something for
me.

We are the world’s only hope! There
are people right this moment holding
a gun to their head, ready to put an
end to their life, while some of us
are sitting on our asses wishing we
could get more of what put those
people in that very state.

We have to make
sacrifices in a
missionary life.
It is absolutely
normal.

I pray that I will always have the
conviction to put Jesus before
myself, so I can hold my head up
when the last page of my life has
turned, knowing that regardless of
the choices of others, I chose the
road that I knew in my heart was the
best road.

Each time I’ve fallen
I have become more
determined in my heart
that I will not give up,
that the Family is where I
want to be, that serving
the Lord is the only thing
I want to do with my
life, and all these other
things I count but dung,
because compared to Him
they really are!
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COMBAT ZONE:

Comic Feature
based on “Full
Possession,”
GN 973

comic feature

ART BY JEREMY

Mind!

(Xn: Feel free to grab a copy of this
poster in color from the MO site!)
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“The children of this
generation are more often
than not more yielded, more
easily maneuvered, more
easily directed to carry out
the will of their lord than
My Own are.”
Why?

“The people of this
world are more fully
possessed with the
spirit and the doctrine
of their father, the
Devil.”

“How does he maintain
such tight control?”

“How does he lure
them into his fold in
the first place?”
“And how does he keep
them there?”
“The seat of his control
is through the mind.”
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comic feature

The port of
entry to
possession is
through the
mind.”

To put on My
mind, you must
put off the mind
of man.
How do I get the
Lord’s thoughts
running through
my head all the
time?

But even when I do
try my best to resist worldly
input, some of the thoughts
running through my mind are
not the Lord’s.

By letting the
Lord have full
control of your
mind, and rejecting
the things of the
world.

What do
you make of
that?

Got me on
that one, but
the answer’s
probably in
here.

comic feature
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In a not so distant place known as “Mind”…
What’s up?
That was an
uneventful day.
I’m not sure
I can handle
this lack of
freedom.

Wait up,
Nic!

I was
wondering if
you wanted to
join us?

Who’s
“us”?
Nu Wyne and
Proff E. See.
Keez and Pr-Air
will come later.

Nah, I don’t
think so. I was
going to do
something else.

Yeah.

Feel free
to drop by
any time.

Sure?
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comic feature

Onguard, I
didn’t realize
you were here.
Way too many
limitations
here. I need
freedom!

Protective
mind shield
engaged.

Hey,
Nicolae!

Just
checking up
on you.

Great! just
when I was trying
to get away from
it all.

What do
you mean?

I’m venturing
outside the
shield for a bit.

I wouldn’t
advise
that.

comic feature
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Of course you
wouldn’t!
But it’s my
choice …

Look! I just
need some time
away from these
confines.

… and I need
to get away
for a bit.

You know it’s
not safe out
there.

I can’t stop
you, but let me
come with you.

You’re so
paranoid!

Nothing’s going to
happen, you’ll see. I’ll
be fine on my own.

Nicolae!
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Please listen to
me, Nicolae!

comic feature

Over
here.

On the “Outside.”
Welcome to
Entertainment
Dock!

Psst!

Who’s
there?

Who are
you?

Webster.
But you
can call me
Web!

And what do
you want
with me?

I’m here to
show you a
good time!

What’s your
interest?

comic feature
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Web has him
interested in
aimless Internet
surfing.

Meanwhile in the
enemy’s camp.

UnCleen, what’s
the update on
Nicolae?

He should be
occupied for
quite some time.

And the
shield?
The shield
was left
open.

As you wish,
my liege.

You should have
a great time with
Nicolae.
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Excellent!
You and Karnle
join Web at the
Entertainment Dock.
I’ll head for the
shield.

But of
course!

To be continued…
comic feature

Time 4 A Makeover

(Jesus:) Don’t be so concerned about outer beauty. The color of your
skin, or whether your eyelashes are dark or light, or how you decide to
wear your hair have very little to do with whether or not others are attracted to you.
Do you know why? It’s because people are attracted to the inner beauty in you.
They’re attracted to
your spirit, and that
attraction grows the
more you spend
time with Me, because then you glow
with My love, which
is beautiful.
So concentrate
on
having internal
ZEB
makeovers, not
external ones. I
can give you daily
Notable Quote:
internal makeovers as you exercise
Your happiness lies
the new weapons. Hear from
in becoming what I
Me, praise Me, love Me, and glorify
want to make you
Me for all your accomplishments, and I will
and partaking of My
see to it that every part of your spirit glows with
Spirit to the point
an unearthly beauty.
that you allow it to
change you.—Jesus
As a side benHere, let
me help you
(ML #3324:58)
efit, that unearthly
with that.
beauty will seep
out of your eyes
and will permeate
everything you
say and do. Then,
in the eyes of others, you will truly
be beautiful.
Of course, don’t Wow!
forget one of the
greatest secrets
There’s
of beauty, and that
something
is to forget about
special about
yourself and think
her!
of others.
blade
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Saving a Life
WHAT’S LIFE FOR?

SHOULD I
END IT ALL?

WHAT SHOULD
I DO?

WHAT
IF?!

IF I HELD ON A
LITTLE LONGER WOULD
THINGS REALLY CHANGE
FOR THE BETTER?

JESSE
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A Message
from Jesus

The tears stream down her face
as she fidgets with a bottle of
pills. Questions cloud her brain
with a hazy mist—each one unanswered. When she struggles
to find an answer more questions spill out, until she wonders
what is reality any more. She
stands on the edge, deciding
where her life should go. Things
have been on the downgrade for
her, it seems—one trouble after
another—till she is certain she
cannot handle one more crisis
in her life. She toys with the idea
of ending it all there. But as she
studies those pills there is one
question that fights for supremacy in her mind, “What if?”
What if she held on a little
longer to see things change for
the better? What if she finds
all that she’s looking for by
continuing to fight despite the
trouble? Her tears pour down
rapidly as she fights to decide
whether she’ll choose life and
continue persevering, or decide
the struggle is not worth the depression and endless heartache
she has been subject to.
blade

But the question for you is this:

What
if you
had a
chance
to help
change
that for
her?

!
?
E
M

There is no better solution to problems than to find the
answers in Me. Difficulties happen in life to everyone,
but there are many who do not know how to transform
their questions into petitions of help to Me.
They search endlessly, they desire more than the
confusion and pain of life. My example may sound
hypothetical to you, but it is as true to life as the beat
of your heart.

REMEMBER
YESTERDAY?

blade
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YESTERDAY

GO TALK
TO HER!

AW,
WHY
BOTHER,
SHE’LL
GET
SAVED
SOMEDAY.

NO ONE
CARES.

MAYBE I’LL JUST
END IT ALL.

TODAY

I’VE GOT
TO GO NOW!
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Right now
there is
someone
out there
who is toying
with the idea
of ending it all,
just like this
woman, and you
could be the one
to help her find
the answer by
leading her to
Me.

blade

Some of you might think that salvation
is an over-emphasized issue in the
Family. You’re tempted to shrug it
off with, “Aw, they can get saved in
Heaven even if they don’t get saved
here.” But what if someone’s life
depended on whether or not you told
him or her about Me? You have been
given a responsibility to help men and
women find their way to Me. It is not a
light calling! You could be the instrument
I use to save a life!

STOP!

Never shrug off
salvation or leading
someone to Me as
something that can
always be done in
another life, because
that person, like this
woman, may only
have one chance to be
rescued. Will you grab
hold of her line and
bring her to safety by
bringing her to Me?
blade

I H
O
I’M PE
TOO NOT
LAT
E!
The Devil would
love to steal another
life that could be of
use to Me. Don’t let
him! Do your part
by telling all who will
listen of My love for
them.

I PROMISE THAT
JESUS CAN
CHANGE YOUR
LIFE.

You are saving lives!
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Released and Soaring

(Jesus:) You will find that as you yield and say
yes to Me in these new moves of the Spirit,
that something miraculous will happen. The
forsakings you thought would be so hard will end
up being a great relief as you are released from
the chains that have been binding you in the spirit. You
will find that you will soar, and that no small four-walled
room can constrict your soul as you go places and
see things in the spirit that you never imagined.
Soak yourself in My Word so that it
runs through your spiritual veins, and
so that you are lifted above the
carnal plane into the heavenly
plane, where your physical
circumstances don’t matter any
more, they don’t even affect you,
so long as you know you are
doing My will.

Kristen

Apotheon Revealed
apotheon

revealed

(Jesus:) I will reveal to you another spirit that has been hindering
you that you must also rid yourselves of through the power of the
keys. His is the realm of poverty and beggary, slothfulness in matters of business.
He is the arch-demon of failure and ruin.
This evil spirit attacks both those of the world
and My children. He especially fights you, My
Endtime brides. He seeks to convince those who
could have the best that they should settle for
second best. He screams lying vanities in order
to convince those who are handicapped in some
way or who suffer loss that they are ruined and
that they should give up and accept the low state
they are in. … He fights your faith to provision;
he clouds your outlook and vision for My supply
and the possibilities I lay before you.
The antidote to drive this demon far from
you?--Exposure, rebuking him by name, calling
upon the power of the keys, and militantly going
on the attack through feeding and fueling your
faith with My Word, obeying My Word, putting
on My mind, and putting your faith into action!
ML #3400:167-168,183
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blade/cover prophecy

Learn from
the Little
Guys
(Jesus:) Did you know
that even though
there are many things
that your little brothers and sisters can
learn from you, there is
much and sometimes even
more that you can learn from
them? Yes, it’s true! They
have simplicity of spirit. Do
you see them worrying about
how they look or seem to
others? No, they just run,
jump and play and have such
peace and freedom of heart
and mind! They trust Me and
they know that I have made
them just the way I wanted
to.
They are closer to what it
will be like for you in Heaven,
because they just came from
Here and they know My
perspective. They know that I
love them and that I created
them just the way I did for
a purpose. Can you have
such trust? Can you have
such freedom? You can! Just
abandon yourself! Just think
about others and the light will
shine through! The light of
My love, of My care, and of
the peace that I will give you
when you fully trust in Me!
So, when you watch
your younger brothers and
sisters, and you see their
joy, peace, and happiness,
realize that you can be that
way too if you ask Me. I will
answer the call of your heart
and I will help you to be
happy and thankful for how
I made you. You will be able
to see My hand in your life,
and that I have formed and
created you as the beautiful
vessel that I so desired!
blade/notable quote

I’ve made you in My likeness and

IN
MY
L IKENESS
AND
IMAGE
image. I’ve created you to be Mine. I’ve
chosen to dwell with you. Therefore

your happiness is found in the path of

yielding to My Spirit, yielding to My ways,

SACRIFICING
YOUR
OWN
NATURE
sacrificing your own nature and your own
natural ways of doing things, and
yielding to My ways.

—Jesus (ML #3324:57)
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Festival of
Flowers

ART BY SABINE

(Jesus:) Heaven’s Festival
of Flowers is a particularly
beautiful and colorful one.
Just as I gave flowers to My
children on Earth as a special
love gift, so do I make the
Festival of Flowers a veritable
feast for your eyes and senses!
Every kind of flower imaginable
is represented in some form on
this occasion. And not only are
there all the beautiful earthly
flowers on display, but I also
open up My own, special, magical flower garden in all of its
wonder for My children to enjoy
and experience!

20

blade

I make this day very special for all who wish to participate, and I know
exactly what will mean the most to each one of My children. So this day is
custom made in My own magical way to meet each one’s desires, fancies
and dreams. And it’s all centered around My beautiful creation, the flower.

The entire
day is filled with
a magnificent
tribute to
flowers! The
air is filled with
the scent of My
most beautiful
and fragrant
floral creations.
blade
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You may wonder what could possibly be
involved in a Festival of Flowers that could
occupy an entire day? Well, this is where My
team of helpers and I really get imaginative
and creative in order to make this day
not just one of fun and thrills and exciting
new sights and sensations, but also one
of learning. It’s a day that stimulates your
mind and the wonderful creativity I have
put within each one of My children.

The day begins with a magnificent opening
parade of flowers! Each flower is living, moving,
breathing, and as you gaze upon each one, you
are immediately able to experience all that this
flower has given the earth and My children. You
experience its beauty, its fragrance, its unique
properties, any special significance it may have,
any special healing elements or qualities it possesses, not to mention all that this flower now
contributes and gives to My Heavenly City gardens.

22

blade

This parade is a highly interactive one. If you wish, you can be transported into
the very heart and core of any particular flower, experiencing that flower in a way
you never imagined before, and appreciating it in a way you never have before.
There are meadows and fields of flowers as far as the eye can see for children to run
and play in, and blankets of rose petals are strewn about for anyone to luxuriate in.

Other pavilions nearby are arrayed in a special way too, all giving honor to the
flower in some way. There are the fragrance pavilions, a sensory experience you
won’t want to miss! You can taste the delightful drinks and nectars extracted from My
flowers. In the Virtual Reality Pavilion you can experience “a day in the life of a flower.”

Then
there is a
personal tour
through My
Own magical
flower garden.
My beautiful
supernatural
larger-than-life
flowers provide
you with the
experience and
exhilaration of
climbing into
and taking a
catnap in each
one, while
being transported into
the heavenly
dream-world of
flowers!
blade
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Then there are the dancing girls and fairies, whirling and twirling. Their
hair is filled with flowers, and their flower baskets are brimming over with
splashes of every color imaginable! My helpers have seen to it that this day
is filled with excitement, all centered around one of My simplest and yet most
beautiful creations—the flower!

(Xn: Download
“Festival of Flowers”
posters in full color
from the MO site
today!—Great
screensavers/
wallpaper for your
computer!)
24
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“Be Ye Separate!” Conviction versus Compromise, Part 3. (ML #3363:152–153)

The God factor means standing on
My promises. It means trusting
in Me, believing that nothing is
impossible with Me. It means that I
am able to supply all your needs. It
means that faith in Me overrides all
impossibilities.

ELIJAH IS FED BY RAVENS

TIAGO

JESUS TURNS WATER INTO WINE
I KNEW
YOU COULD DO
IT, SON. THANK
YOU!

The God factor means that I have
opened to you the riches of the
universe, I have put before you a
great reservoir of supply, and it’s
yours for the asking, yours for the
taking. The God factor means that if
you will put your trust fully in Me, you
will lack nothing. It means that if you
preach the Gospel, you will live of the
Gospel.

MASTER PAUL,
YOUR DINNER…

PAUL WRITES IN PRISON

It means that all things are possible to
you. It means if you are trusting Me
and doing what I tell you to do, I will
never fail to support you, even if I have
to drop the support out of the sky. It
means good witnessing always pays. It
means if you are obeying Me, I will take
care of your needs. It means if I promise
bread, I will not give you a stone.—Jesus
xn ad

THANK
YOU,
VINICIUS. I’LL
EAT JUST AS
SOON AS I
FINISH THIS
EPISTLE.
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we read it on

NEWSWIRE

ACTIVATED
Café

A little café som
ewhere
in South Africa:

By David and Liberty, South Africa

Good morning, Boet and Rena!
We’ve brought some more
Activated mags to stock up
your shelf.

Six AM! David
and Liberty
are on time!

And some
Bibles too!

God has been blessing
our little café since
you began helping us
to make it a place of
witness.

That lady came in and confided in my wife
Rena that she had been thinking of suicide.

EVYE

Remember the morning
we held our first devotions
here?

Thanks! They’re
popular items
with the early
birds!
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we read it on newswire

Why
should I
live?

Yes. We
were
so busy
serving
customers,
but with
God’s help
we were
able to talk
to her.

…and has a
plan for you!

She left
with hope in
her heart …

Wowie!

Because
Jesus loves
you!

… and she knows she
always has a place to come
to if she needs help.

Yes! And
thank you for
giving me
Jesus!

Anytime,
alright?

God has given
you both a
wonderful gift
of hospitality!
But it would be
nothing without the
help of the Word we
can now offer people!

alin
g
n
i
D

g!

Hello! Is this
the Café …
… where I can read
a new magazine
called Activated?

we read it on newswire
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If You’re Feeling Skeptical…

A talk from Mama

Maybe some of you think all this talk of demons
is a hoax or overdone or exaggerated.

e

Sabin

Maybe you’re starting to feel
like lethargy, Selvegion, Pan,
Bacchus and now Apotheon are
made-up figments of someone’s
imagination, which make for
good dramatic reading.

That is a lie. The Enemy wants you to think
that; he wants you to pooh-pooh these
revelations and not take them seriously,
because his greatest effectiveness is in
being hidden, in people blowing off the
Lord’s warnings and thinking it’s just a
sham or fakery of some kind.
28

xn ad

If you’re feeling skeptical right now, or if you’ve grown familiar with these revelations of the spirit
beings that are fighting the Family, then ask the Lord to open your eyes. It’s foolishness to take
this lightly and to minimize the power these evil demons can have over your life.

They have no power if you rebuke them
in Jesus’ Name and the power of the keys,
but they have power enough to make
your life miserable if you ignore their
existence or decide it’s no big deal.
ML #3400:188-190

It is a big deal! Just look around you
at the millions of people who are
wallowing in ruin, poverty, and total
despair, with no hope of improvement,
no determination to make things
better, no will to even try. That’s the
work of Apotheon and his evil agents.
It’s real, but it’s up to you to believe
it and act on the truth the Lord has
shown.

xn ad

Who will take a
stand with me against
Apotheon?
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Step 2: Starting with the first set of x/y coordinates (23/?) from step 1, find the box these
coordinates point to. This box is the beginning of a quotation trail. Try to follow the trail of
letters and spaces (see sample) to find the full quotation. There are no diagonal links. Write
down each quotation as you find it in order from 1 to 18.

WHO SAID WHAT? No. 2

Step 1: Write the secret phrase from the last “Who Said What” puzzle in the grid below. Include
spaces. Above each set of letters, write their alphabetic numbers (SPACE=0, A=1, B=2, etc.) The
18 resulting sets of numbers are 18 x/y coordinates to be used in step 2 below.

Step 3: Use the last box on the right to write down the name of who said what in the same
order as the quotations, from 1 to 18. Once all the names are written in, the numbered boxes
will spell out the new secret phrase. Send this secret phrase to pubs@wsfamily.com with
“PUZZLE SOLUTION - SECRET PHRASE 2” in the subject line. Happy seeking!
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can you do it

doormatrix
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